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Products Wood Pile Moisture Gun Vacuum
moisture gun is used to remove moisture

out of wood pile. Advantages 1. Small
size, convenient to carry, operation is
convenient, speed is high.2. Easy to
clean, easy to purchase.3. Specially

design to suck moisture out from the pile,
then release it.4. Circulated fully in pile to
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deeply remove moisture.5. Material of
shell is non-toxic and environment

friendly.6. Multi function to add
atmosphere and temperature to pile.

Related products 1. Wooden Storage Mats
Our wooden storage mats is made of solid

wood, anti-bacterial, and anti-fungi to
keep everything at a safe and clean
condition. It is soft and easy to keep

clean. Our mats are suitable for indoor or
outdoor storage. 2. Wooden Lamps Our

wooden lamps are designed with elegant
color and matching with environment,

and provide energy saving. It is suitable
for indoor and outdoor. It's easy to care,

and it can enhance the effect of the room
in winter. 3. Wooden Curtains Our

wooden curtains are made of wooden
boards, solid wood and teak wood. It has
clean design, and soft color. It provides
comfortable and elegant atmosphere.

Good for outdoor living. 4. Wooden Sinks
Our wooden c6a93da74d
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